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Presidents Notes
FIRDOUS ALI

Dear Members,
The coronavirus outbreak has and continues to dramatically change our lives, including our relationships with our families,
our home, our workplaces, and others in the communities in which we work.
As time goes by, none of us will forget the events of 2020. As essential businesses, many of us have been fortunate to
continue to serve customers looking for products they could not get from grocery stores and other businesses that have been
forced to close.
Many Americans, Texans, and people in GHRA’s marketing area continue to deal with the stress of uncertainty, the fear of
what the future holds and the helplessness of feeling alone.
It is important at times like these that our community calls to mind the great lessons of our faith! We are called to come
together and face the challenges of the time in unity and with hope. In addition to our businesses, and the products and
services we provide, this pandemic presents us with an opportunity to share that hope!
In a speech at the Aiglon College in Switzerland in 2014, Mawlana Hazar Imam spoke of the potential of hope in times of
uncertainty, saying: “And you will be asking yourselves how, as nano-players on the global scene, you could cause positive
change to happen for yourselves, your families, your peoples. My answer is: hope. Fortunately, just as fear can be infectious,
so hope is infectious. When individuals and families and communities, or even nations, come together around newfound
hope… that new momentum can be unstoppable. The smile replaces the frown. Conversation replaces silence. Fear of the
future is replaced by confidence to respond to its challenges.”
Could this be the higher calling of our community? As owners of close to 40% of the convenience stores in this market, is
this the time for us to spread our message of hope to the many consumers who come through our doors? GHRA estimates
over 6 million customers cross paths with our member stores each month. As they come and share their worries and
concerns, let us share with them our hope for the future and share with them our reason for happiness. Surely this will help
turn their fear into confidence!
Remember, what we say to others starts within ourselves and in our own community. Be sure we are passing along that
hope through all forms of social media. Be present to each other, really listen to each other and be honest with where we
are. As our institutions remain closed for now, continue to pray and volunteer to help more. Find the need and share the
hope. This community always comes together and finds the strength to get things done. I believe we can share that strength
and help people rebuild their state of mind, maybe even remembering someday that it was our hope that truly lifted so many
people in this city and changed the world!

Thank you for your support.

Firdous Ali
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ON MY MIND
BILL PITOCCO, GHRA CEO

The second quarter of 2020 brought challenges we did not anticipate, but it does not mean we are not prepared.
Our employees are taking thoughtful actions to serve you with an encouraging attitude, strong collaboration, excellent
communication, and a focus on your success. The health and welfare of our members and employees is top priority so
we’ve implemented a number of efforts in line with other US companies to “flatten the curve” of the coronavirus spread
in the community and the markets we serve. We continue to monitor the current situation in all 37 counties we serve and
across Texas and the United states. We are proactively searching alternate supply sources for products that continue to be
impacted by the virus and working with our suppliers to establish contingency supply plans to make sure we continue to
serve you.
There are many things that make me proud to lead this great company. I am proud of our noble purpose, to serve one
another and to personify unity. I am proud of our people and their commitment to serving you through some of the most
difficult challenges, and I am proud of you, our members, for the resilience you have shown through this crisis. I take
comfort knowing we are prepared to move forward together.
Right now, it may feel like everything is changing, but know that our commitment to serve you never will. I take great
pride in the relationships we have with you and I understand the heart of this community. Today and in the days to come,
all those consumers who pass through your doors need for you to pass along that heart and the great hope you bring to
the world.
Thank you for your business.
Our members are our Mission!

Bill Pitocco

O U R M E M B E R S A R E A LW AY S O U R M I S S I O N !
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The following is a paid advertisement

are you
prepared?
Preparing for the hurricane season:
Even if there is no risk of a hurricane right now, its important to be safe and
plan ahead.
Get tips on how to stock up on supplies and plan for emergencies.
Make a plan
Gather emergency supplies
Get Your Family, Home, Business, and Car Ready.
Evacuate or Stay at Home

Members and their employees can now access resources on the hurricane
season on the GHRA Website. To access please visit www.ghraonline.com,
click on the slide that looks like the one below, it will take you to the page of
resources.
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The following is a paid advertisement

Know the difference between "watch" and "warning"
Listen to the National Weather Service alerts on TV or radio or
check for them online. There are two kinds of alerts:
A hurricane watch means hurricane conditions (sustained
winds of 74 miles per hour [mph] or higher) are possible in
a stated area. Experts announce hurricane watches 48
hours before they expect tropical-storm-force winds
(sustained winds of 39 to 73 mph) to start.
A hurricane warning - Hurricane conditions are expected
within 36 hours. Complete your storm preparations and
leave the area if directed to do so by authorities
Get your car ready
Make sure your car is ready before the storm hits.
Fill your car's gas tank
Move cars and trucks into your garage or under cover.
Always keep an emergency kit in your car.
Visit Ready.gov for information on how to prepare your car and what to
include in your kit.
Basic Emergency Supply Kit Items to include:
Make sure your car is ready before the storm hits.
Flashlights and extra batteries
First Aid kit
Whistle to signal for help
Local maps
Water, one gallon of water per person per day for at least 3 days, for
drinking and sanitation.
Food, at least a 3 day supply of non-perishable food.
Moist towelettes, garbage bags, and plastic ties for personal sanitation.
wrench or pliers to turn off utilities.

Information provided is adapted by CDC and Ready.gov
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IMAMAT
DAY
MUBARAK
The following is a paid advertisement

July 11, 2020

On this special occasion of Imamat Day, the
GHRA Board of Directors and Staff wishes you
and your family Imamat Day Mubarak, with
prayers for peace, good health, happiness and
barakat. Ameen.

Regards,

Firdous Ali

President, GHRA
8
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Food Service

How C-stores Can Own Fast & Fresh Dining
By Angela Hanson, CS News

To anyone plugged into the foodservice
side of the convenience store industry,
it's no surprise that fresh is a requirement
for retailers who want to make a major
play for the dollars of hungry Americans.
And of course, the ability to make a fast
purchase has always been an intrinsic
part of the c-store shopping experience.
Together, though, fast and fresh are
more than just adjectives. Combined,
they represent an increasingly important
dining occasion for c-stores, as well as
their competitors.
The fast and fresh dining occasion
can take place during any daypart and
incorporate a wide variety of food types,
appealing to consumers who are hungry
and starved for time, but don’t want to
sacrifice quality for a speedy meal.
One cannot talk about owning the
fast and fresh dining occasion without
addressing the role that technology
is now playing, particularly in mobile
ordering and on-demand delivery.
Some industry insiders believe mobile
ordering is the most important step to
take to be a serious contender in today’s
rapidly evolving foodservice industry.
Mobile ordering can facilitate in-store
pickup, curbside pickup or delivery. The
key is to give consumers the option to
order what they want from wherever they
are — extending convenience as far as it
can go.
While in-store pickup is the simplest
option for c-stores, adding it means
operators still have to answer some
important questions: Should there be a
separate pickup line for mobile orders? Is
there a limit to how many mobile orders
can be placed at one time to ensure that
in-store customers won't be neglected?
Do mobile orders require digital payment,
or can customers place an order and then
pay cash upon pickup?
There are no one-size-fit-all answers
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for these questions; the answer to each
one depends on store size, location,
staffing levels, and other factors. Experts
recommend retailers think through
potential best- and worst-case scenarios
to determine what will work for them.
It might be tempting to only change
a little at a time when it comes to
mobile ordering, but Jessica Shelcusky,
convenience store marketing specialist
for Paytronix Inc., is a proponent of
integrating mobile ordering with marketing
elements such as coupons, gift card
redemption and loyalty programs in order
to reduce friction for customers.
"You really want to be seamlessly
integrated to have the best experience for
your customers," she said.
The decision to deliver is a bit more
challenging, as offering delivery service
means c-stores must dedicate employees
to it or partner with a third party. Still,
Shelcusky believes it merits serious
consideration since delivery is a rising
tide in the foodservice world that shows
no sign of subsiding. "It's continuing to

grow and grow," she said.
Practical considerations for delivery
include selecting packaging that will
keep the food at the optimal temperature
and quality upon delivery, which can be
more challenging as some regions are
pushing back on the use of plastic bags,
Styrofoam and like items.
C-stores should also have a plan in
place should something goes wrong
with a third-party delivery. Eighty-two
percent of customers blame the original
restaurant in such cases, not the driver
or the ordering app. Retailers should be
ready to replace or refund the order, even
if the fault is with the delivery provider, in
order to maintain customer goodwill.
Demand for contactless ordering and
other digital initiatives is only expected
to rise in the wake of the COVID-19
coronavirus pandemic. Social distancing
measures are likely to have the long-term
side effect of making consumers more
comfortable with incorporating technology
into their food and beverage ordering
habits. 
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Safety

Preventing Crime in Your Convenience Store
Adapted from Ready Convenience

Threats to your convenience store
have changed during the pandemic. High
stress can make people do things they
wouldn’t normally do, and a crisis may
present a prime opportunity for criminals
who were targeting your business even
before the pandemic. Store managers
who are juggling a myriad of new health
and safety guidelines are also having to
be even more vigilant about preventing
crime.

External Threats
While overall crime rates during stayat-home orders were generally down,
as areas re-open, many are seeing
a resurgence of criminal behavior.
Preventing crime in your convenience
store starts with awareness of your
risks. The pandemic has altered traffic
patterns, and this can lead to increased
potential for skimming operations at the
pump and inside the store. Convenience

store operators are
also reporting that
unscrupulous customers
are gaining confidence
because they’re wearing
masks, leading to an
increase in shoplifting
and even robbery. Mask
mandates also create a
new external threat from
customers who enter
the store without one.
Train your staff on how to
handle these encounters
in a way that puts their personal safety
first.

Internal Threats
You must also remain vigilant about
preventing crime that occurs from within
your ranks. One of the biggest risks to
your convenience store continues to be
the behavior of your employees. This

goes for behavior related to new health
and safety guidelines as well as behavior
that’s always been risky for businesses,
such as employee theft and sexual
harassment. Preventing crime that stems
from internal theft requires a multi-faceted
approach that includes strong policies,
clear consequences, and consistent
awareness. 

The following is a paid advertisement

Please contact Saman Distributors LLC
for your snack and candy needs at (323) 786-7865
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Government Relations

Government Relations: News Update
By Steve Koebele – Attorney & Government Relations Counsel

Austin, Texas – Here is your update
on two matters involving people living
in Texas: (1) government deportations
of unauthorized immigrants; and (2) the
official headcount of people in our state.
First, because of complications from
the coronavirus pandemic, the United
States Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) announced that
agents are postponing most of their
planned targeting arrests. The new
intent is to only target people who pose
public safety risks or are subject to
mandatory detention on criminal grounds.
For example, during fiscal year 2019,
agents made nearly 4,000 arrests of
transnational criminal gang members.
While similar public safety exposure
remains in Texas and other states, law
enforcement must also help to reduce
the spread of the coronavirus. So, ICE
agents are focusing more tightly on
public safety and criminal aspects rather
than broadly targeting unauthorized
immigrants. However, federal law
enforcement aside, Texas has a law that
still impacts illegal immigrants:
A law enforcement officer may
ask a person questions about
their immigration status –
namely, whether the individual
is in the country legally or not
– when the person is properly
held by the officer, such as being
pulled off the road for allegedly
exceeding the speed limit.
The government officer may be working
for a wide range of local governments,
such as a city, county, school campus
police, and more. Local officials can be
removed from office if they fail to comply
with this new law. Local governments –
including the Cities of Houston, Dallas,
Austin, and San Antonio – sued the state
in federal court as an attempt to block
the new law, but federal appellate rulings
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have so far have sided with the State of
Texas.
Second, as part of the census count
of the more than 325 million individuals
residing in the United States, the federal
government recently sought your answers
to personal questions about you and your
family. Required by the U.S. Constitution,
the Census Bureau prepared a
questionnaire in order to obtain a
population count and other information.
Those answers were due back on April
1, but field operations were significantly
impacted by the virus outbreak.
While individuals are required by
law to participate and be counted, the
Census Bureau is also required by law to
protect those answers. The responses
are used only to produce statistics. The
Bureau does not disclose any personal
information. The answers will give the
government and the public at large
extensive information on the number of
persons in the country, age, gender, race,
residence location, marital status, number
of children, and much more.
During the current and forthcoming
Summer months, Census takers will
continue to contact residents that have

not yet responded to the 2020 Census
questions to make sure everyone
is counted. The goal is to complete
the count by this December as an
aspirational goal. Also, by March of
next year, the Census Bureau intends
to send redistricting counts to states so
each state legislature can redraw state
legislative and federal congressional
districts based on population changes.
However, that timeline may be impacted
by any significant virus, health, or safety
protocols.
Given that representation in the U.S.
House of Representatives is based on
population, we will learn that a highpopulation growth state like Texas will
see an increase in the numbers of
congressional members compared to a
relatively population-losing state like New
York. Likewise, the distribution of billions
of public dollars (such as education funds
per student and highway construction
funds) will roughly follow along with
population.
As always, the Board of Directors and
staff at GHRA will closely monitor new
laws, policies, and other matters that are
of interest to you. 
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Supplier Resolution
Process
Receive your CALL
When you call, we’ll
need your GHRA
number.
We will need a name
and contact number
for return calls.
We will also need the
account number for
the partner in
question.

Our ACTION
We will listen to your
concern.
We will Log your
concern into our
database.
We will advise you a
direction to take.
We will document the
discussion with an
email to the proper
contact if necessary.

CLOSE the File
We will close your file in
24 hours believing the
issue to be resolved.
If the issue is not
resolved, call the GHRA
office again after the 24
hours period.
We will follow up with
the partner to resolution.

Help us to Help YOU!
12
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New Member Introductions

Welcome
Members
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff at GHRA,
please welcome our newest members as of July 2020:

FUEL MAXX # 57

GULF BANK MART

PARKER FOOD STORE

STOP N GET

24 EXPRESS

TEXAS TOTEM

FAST TRAC 21

SEVEN MAJOR OPERATION LLC

DICKINSON FOOD MART

LION KING JR

FUEL MAXX # 47

HWY 6 TRAVEL CENTER

HUMBLE EXPRESS

KROOZIN BAYTOWN

24 SEVEN # 38

GRAB N GO

EZ $1 & MORE STORE

YIPPEE'S

AURORA EXPRESS

PARKWAY MARKET # 1
The following is a paid advertisement

Partner with Farmer Brothers and
receive 1 month of FREE product
after 6 months of partnership!
For details and qualifications, contact your Farmer Brothers Coffee Representative, Travis Young
(469) 968-4198 - tyoung@farmerbros.com
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“Leadership is about making
others better as a result of your
presence and making sure that
impact lasts in your absence."
-Sheryl Sandberg
Quote of the month submitted by:
Hamna Siddiqi,
Marketing Assistant

THANK
YOU
MEMBERS
FOR
YOUR
SUPPORT
14
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Use this calendar to plan special marketing promotions this month

Sign up for a session and
start your journey with us!
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Marketing

Is your C-Store ready for hurricane season?
By Hamna Siddiqi, Marketing Assistant

Convenience stores
play a vital role in
providing easy grab
‘n go food options,
affordable prices, and
they are mostly essential
during natural disasters
such as hurricanes.
They are often the
first stop before and
after a disaster takes
places. It’s important
for your store to be
prepared with the
essential supplies during
this time while also
ensuring employees and
businesses remain safe.
Federal Emergency Management
Association (FEMA) estimates that 40%
of businesses damaged in a disaster do
not reopen, so it’s important for C-stores
in hurricane-affected areas prepare their
businesses for hurricane season.
To assure you and your business are
prepared for hurricane season, we have
incorporated a hurricane guide that will
help you better prepare for the season:
Watch and track the weather

forecast in your area
 e sure to keep a close watch on the
B
weather forecast to stay ahead of any
evacuation orders, potential damage,
and hurricane activity within the
surrounding areas.

Stock up on inventory
 ake sure to have the following items
M
in stores during hurricane season:
medicine, shelf stable grocery items,
flashlights, batteries, first-aid kit, lighters,
candles, and water.
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused
significant disruption to the supply
chain, impacting a variety of categories
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including shelf-stable grocery and some
HBC products. As the summer months
progress, it is anticipated that supplier’s
production capabilities will increase.
GHRA Warehouse will continue to
support your needs.

Prepare for excess water
 ith heavy rainfall and flooding that is
W
led by hurricanes, make sure the sump
pumps in your store are in working
order. Clean the catch basins and floor
drainage to expedite water removal to
avoid flooding within your area
Secure doors and windows
Heavy winds and rainfall may damage
your store. Be sure to take precautions
to minimize the damage by placing
plywood or hurricane shutters on your
windows and securing doors to protect
any water from coming into your store
and window breakage.

Shut down equipment
 o reduce the risk of fires and other
T
calamities, turn off the electricity to all
non-essential equipment and shut down
all production processes. If you have
pipes that carry flammable liquids or gas,
shut down these pipes before the storm

Evacuate
 ne of the most important factors to
O
keep in mind while designing your
hurricane business plan is evacuation for
you as the business operator and your
employees. Be sure to evacuate well
before the storm to allow plenty of time
to get to a secure location.
The evacuation map above provided by
FEMA shows the hurricane evacuation
zones that are categorized based on zip
codes. Zip code evacuations allow the
residents and business operators in the
greatest danger, the opportunity to leave
first.
Evacuation zones will be announced in
time to evacuate. You should leave when
your zone has been announced.

Protect important records
 lectronic and paperless records can
E
easily be protected, but paper records
need to be moved to a safe and dry
area, so they are not damaged. It would
also be helpful to have duplicate copies
of the record and keeping it in a safe
place.
Stay safe! 
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Free Credit Card Terminals

NO
.

..

Application Fees
Monthly Fees
Batch Header Fees
Programming Fees
Annual Fees

24-Hour Approvals
24/7 Merchant Support
Free Statement Analysts
Accepts all cards including
Voyager and Wright Express

If you are not
with us, you are
paying too much!

Pay at the Pump
Nooruddin Khawja: 832-419-7071
Amir Ali Charania: 281-323-8500
Rasool Virani: 713-409-7919
Office: 281-565-2425
Fax: 281-565-2423

UNIVERSAL MERCHANT PROCESSING

12603 Southwest Freeway, Suite 265, Stafford, TX 77477

www.UniversalMerchantProcessing.com
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APPROVED

pest control services

PEST CONTROL
F O R G A S S TAT I O N S & T R U C K S T O P S

C A L L N A U S H A D T O DAY
832.786.9792

w w w . C o n q u e s t Pe s t S e r v i c e s . c o m
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lehjatali Momin | Warehouse Chairman

All GHRA
announcements and
publications will be
posted online.

Various positions
available

NOW
HIRING



WE’RE ONLINE

WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Please visit ghraonline.com for
a complete listing of all available positions

TCEQ Manadatory Underground Storage
Tank (UST) A/B Operators Training
GHRA is excited to provide this online training, for the price of only $65.
• Members purchasing online training
will receive a unique code from GHRA.

Members are
encouraged to visit the
GHRA website on a
regular basis for up to date
information and latest
publications.

GHRA ONLINE
CLASSIFIEDS
WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

• This training takes about 4-6 hours

Under Other Services

and must be completed within 30 days

Absolutely FREE for
GHRA members.

from start of training.
• Payment options: Money order or

Members can now
list businesses or
equipment for sale on the
GHRA Website!

deduct $65 from your quarterly rebate.

REGISTRATION FORM IS AVAILABLE
at www.ghraonline.com

Learn2Serve:
Food Safety Principles Training +
Texas Food Safety Manager Bundle Package
To register for this Health class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
texas-food-safety-certification

Learn2Serve:
TABC Seller-Server Training Exam

To register for this TABC Class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
online-tabc-certification

Sales/enrollment: 1-888-395-6920
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